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https://vimeo.com/644008211
There is a lot of excitement in the air in Germany with Church in
Action, especially with things beginning to open back up since the
pandemic lockdowns. Click on the video above to watch a brief
update from Cris Zimmermann and Dawie de Koker.
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Philip and Christine have been criss-crossing the
United States since the beginning of October. They
have been everywhere from Renton, Washington, to
San Diego, to Oakridge, Oregon, to Kansas City, to
San Francisco, to Goodrich, Michigan, to San
Antonio, to Salisbury, Maryland, to New York City, to
Oklahoma City, and more.

Philip has been conducting Mindshift seminars,
speaking in Sunday services, and dreaming and
strategizing with leaders throughout the country. It is
truly amazing to see how the Spirit of God is moving
in our churches. And as usual, the Spirit is way ahead
of us, preparing the way for kingdom work.

Cris and Philip are thrilled to welcome two new team
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members to the Kirche in Aktion team: Dr. Felix Breidenstein and
Dawie De Koker. Philip and Cris are humbled that God would

entrust them with such extraordinary leaders and are very excited
to introduce them to you. You can read more about them on the
following page.

Dr. Felix Breidenstein

Dawie De Koker

Born in Frankfurt Germany, Felix started his
career as a compliance manager at
Deutsche Bank Group in Frankfurt. He
moved into the media industry as the
executive director of Printing and
Publishing Companies, based in Frankfurt.
For 10 years, he served as the managing

Dr. Felix Breidenstein
Director of Operations

director (CEO) of German Bible Society in
Stuttgart/Germany. Felix has a Doctor of
Law from University of Frankfurt,
specializing in tax law. He has also
received an MBA from University of Vienna.

Felix has taught banking law, employment law, and industrial relations at BankAcademie and University of Stuttgart. Felix has published many articles in legal
publications as well as articles of ethics in business. Felix is also a Prädikant of
the Lutheran Church in Germany (Evangelische Kirche in Hessen und Nassau)
and occasionally serves as a substitute pastor on holidays. Felix has one adult
daughter, enjoys racing his bike around the hills of Frankfurt, spends time as a
rescue diver (PADI), and as a German lawyer, has no sense of humor at all.

Personal Motto: solo dios basta (Theresa from Avilla) – (God alone is sufficient)

An innovative leader, bridge-builder, and
loyal rebel, Dawie has served in church
leadership at all levels. Starting with a
position on the church board at age 16. He
served as the lead pastor of Agapé Church
of the Nazarene in South Africa for 22
years, growing the church to 5 campuses

Dawie De Koker
Executive Pastor

as well as other leadership positions in
Africa. Dawie has launched numerous
successful programs including Kinderfees,
HuweliksOptop, and Jeugfees as well as a
pastoral leadership school and is sought

after for consultation and speaking engagements. Dawie has served on various
executive boards - education, civic and church, both national and international.
Dawie received a degree from Nazarene Theological College, Johannesburg
and is an ordained elder in the Church of the Nazarene. Dawie and his wife
Leoni have two children, Dian and Elri, ages 17 and 15. Dawie and his family
have recently relocated from South Africa to Frankfurt, Germany.

Personal Motto: "There's no greater adventure in life than following Jesus!"
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The sun is shining over Gernsheim,
people are gradually arriving on the
grounds, and the mood is
exuberant: it's been a year since we
were able to enjoy a summer
festival together, so the joy at
seeing each other again is great. A
lot has been prepared for this
special Sunday, when not only our
community festival takes place, but
also the charity run to support our
international partner organizations
around the world.

We started the day with an open air service and the band played
many songs. Cris Zimmermann preached on the topic of fellowship
and just that seemed to be what was missing for many during the
long Corona time.

After the beautiful service, all participants registered for the run and
went to the start.

They all stormed onto the
running track: wildly
determined to run as many
kilometers as possible and
thus raise as much money as
possible for the partner
organization of their choice.

After the run, it was far from
over. While some still lie
sweating on the running
track, others stood in front
of the hot grills and grilled more than 200 sausages and steaks.
Together with noodle salad and bread rolls we celebrated with tasty
food and apple spritzers to toast the success.

YOU BRING HEAVEN ON EARTH
In total nearly $30,000 was raised. We would like to thank all those
who ran, donated, helped and participated: You bring heaven on
earth!
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Last year, many experienced the
lockdown as a time of isolation and
doing nothing. Something that was
hard for many of us was that our
outreach efforts had to be
cancelled. It was in August 2020,

Hannah Thielman
Darmstadt

the time of year when we would
normally organize a Kids Camp in
Darmstadt. We organized games
on the outskirts of the city, for the

fall vacations. Despite all the restrictions due to the pandemic,
we were allowed to play outside and tell stories from the Bible.
We were very creative and had a wonderful time. God used our
restrictions to open up new spaces. The fact that we were able
to continue this project this year was proof of that.

GOD USED OUR RESTRICTIONS
TO OPEN UP NEW SPACES
I come from a small village where there was no youth group, and I
remember being disappointed and longing for that kind of community.
I went on trips with the YMCA every summer. The leaders of those
groups are the reason I was able to keep my faith in my teen years.

Finally, I got involved with Church in Action with the SpielMobil and
helped lead the first vacation play last year. Many of these children
come from Afghanistan, Syria and Iraq. I can hardly imagine how hard
it is for them to adjust to a whole new life in Germany.

How cool would it be if they came to the vacation games for three
days and then - like me - remembered in the future how much we
loved them and created a space for them to just have fun. And
thinking even further, what if this made them start going to church and
one day want to volunteer at an event for the children as they once
were.

This is what we dream of and through the vacation games this dream
could come true.
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ROBERT STÖSSER
WIESBADEN
For many years now, we have been receiving headlines from
Afghanistan, a country that seems to be plagued by war and unrest.
Most recently, as I'm sure you all know, we received the terrible news
that the Taliban had taken power in the country. What was once news
to me without direct reference has now gained a whole new depth.
Because many of my acquaintances, my friends, some of our visitors to
the services have their roots in Afghanistan. In particular, one of our
friends from a shelter for refugees opened our eyes to the acute
problems on the ground. He showed us photos of his family from
Herat. His distress and sadness left me speechless. Due to the flight
from the Taliban, A.'s family members had lost everything they once
owned overnight. Like many others, they had to leave their home.
Some manage to flee to Iran.
Now his mother, big sister, two
brothers and their children are still
in Afghanistan and live in fear
every day. A. is all alone here in
Germany. To make matters worse,
one of his brothers suffered a
shock and heart attack during an
attack, for which there is no
adequate medical care locally.
There is no health insurance at all.

Now he can no longer work because of his health situation. But he is
not the only one. Many of the other family members have also lost
their jobs. Most of them were employed by "foreign" organizations,
e.g. US-led projects. Because of their previous jobs, it is difficult for
them to apply for new jobs. A. is particularly afraid for his nieces and
nephews. The five girls are not allowed to go to school. They could be
forced into marriage, and the boys could be conscripted for military
service. Therefore, A. sends them all the money he has. He often
phones his relatives and listens to their lamentations. They have
already contacted many authorities in Canada, America and Germany
asking for help to leave the country, but so far no answers have come.
He is particularly disheartened by the fact that he can hardly do
anything. He is powerless and his hands are tied. He cannot do more
than send money and continue to listen and encourage. And that is
why he prays. He prays every day for his family and the situation in
Afghanistan. I often meet with A. to talk and pray with him. It is the
hope that prayer always gives us that makes us get up every morning.
It makes us wait for a way out and recovery.

Now we help A.'s family with financial donations, so that they can at
least afford food. But this alone can neither make the necessary
operation of his brother possible nor alleviate lasting need.

Therefore, our great prayer request this month is that peace will come
to Afghanistan and that human rights, mercy and grace will prevail in
all regions.

Until then, we invite you to pray and donate for the family of A. and
other people in this situation. The easiest way is to donate to the KiA
donation account with the purpose "refugee work".

IT IS THE HOPE THAT PRAYER
ALWAYS GIVES US THAT MAKES
US GET UP EVERY MORNING

